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6. 

PERFORMANCE LINE +

1.   Black Alcantara® Interior –  
       Black Alcantara® seats with leather effect  
      vinyl, Black Alcantara® decor
2.    19 inch ‘MONACO’ alloy wheels (20 inch 

MUNICH alloy wheels on E-TENSE 4x4 360 
version)

2. 

4.

10. 8.

1.

3.   FLUSH FITTING DOOR HANDLES
4.   DS ACTIVE LED VISION
5.   12.3 inch Digital Instrument Cluster
6.   12 inch HD Touchscreen
7.    Keyless Entry & Start

8.   Perforated Leather Steering Wheel 
        with Performance Line stitching
9.     Electrically adjustable front seats
10.   Heated Front Seats
11.    Front and Rear Parking Sensors
12.   Reversing Camera - 180° Vision

Available with:

E-TENSE 250
E-TENSE 4x4 360
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RIVOLI +

1.     Basalt Black Leather Interior –Basalt Black  
 grained leather seats with Basalt Black 
 Diamond-shaped Nappa leather decor

2.    19 inch ‘VERSAILLES’ alloy wheels (20 inch 
MUNICH alloy wheels on E-TENSE 4x4 360 
version)

Available with:

E-TENSE 250
E-TENSE 4x4 360

3.     DS DRIVE ASSIST – Semi-autonomous 
driving, Adaptive Cruise Control with  
Stop & Go, Lane Positioning Assist

4.    Ventilated Front Seats

5.    Massaging Front Seats
6.    Reversing Camera - 360° Vision
7.    Polyambient Interior Lighting
8.     Air Quality System
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From January 2019 all models are Type Approved according to Worldwide Harmonised Light-Duty Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP). WLTP is the new 
official test regime and replaces the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). The CO2 data has been converted from WLTP back to NEDC-equivalent 
values in accordance with current vehicle tax and Company Car Tax (CCT) legislation. Two values for CO2 are shown per version, these are the 
‘Vehicle High’(1) value and the ‘Vehicle Low’(2)value. For transparency and clarity, the ‘Vehicle High’ value has been used to calculate the first year 
taxation in the prices shown above. The actual CO2 value of a version may vary according to optional equipment fitted but, other than in exceptional 
circumstances, will be between ‘Vehicle High’ and ‘Vehicle Low’.  

For full information, including WLTP fuel consumption data, please see technical specification pages, or refer to your nearest DS retailer.

(1) Vehicle High = High specifications vehicle fitted with maximum available options.

(2) Vehicle Low = Standard specifications vehicle fitted with minimal options.

Please note: an additional annual tax rate applies in years 2 to 6 for vehicles with a list price (which includes basic price, VAT, delivery cost and 
additional options) in excess of £40,000.

DS DELIVERY VALET
YOUR TIME IS OUR PRIORITY

DS DELIVERY VALET allows you to benefit from the delivery of your new or 
used DS to the address of your choice and collection of your old vehicle. 

PRICE: £195 inc. VAT

PRICES
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Engine LCDV Code
C02  

g/km
 WLTP

First 
Year 
VED*

Basic
M.R.R.P. V.A.T. Total

M.R.R.P.
‘On The Road’  

M.R.R.P.*
P11D  

Value
INS 

Group
B.I.K. 

Tax  
Rate

B.I.K. per month

20% 40%

PERFORMANCE LINE +

E-TENSE 250 1SXCA4KRIAT0A0B1 26 £0 £43,454.17 £8,690.83 £52,145.00 £52,900.00 £52,845.00 TBC 8% £70 £141

E-TENSE 4x4 360 1SXCA4KRI2T09PB1 41 £0 £49,287.50 £9,857.50 £59,145.00 £59,900.00 £59,845.00 TBC 14% £140 £279

RIVOLI +

E-TENSE 250 1SXCA4SRIAT0A0B1 26 £0 £46,037.50 £9,207.50 £55,245.00 £56,000.00 £55,945.00 TBC 8% £75 £149

E-TENSE 4x4 360 1SXCA4SRI2T09PB1 41 £0 £51,870.83 £10,374.17 £62,245.00 £63,000.00 £62,945.00 TBC 14% £147 £294
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DS ACTIVE LED VISION

IN BRIEF

1 9

TECHNOLOGY
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The headlights on DS 9 feature full LED technology. Each one 
comprises three rotating modules with an animated “Magic 
3D” function and a main LED projector. They also include 
the Adaptive Front System (AFS), a function designed to 
adapt the lighting to the road. This modern technology 
contributes to both comfort and safety through its variable 
power, clear visibility and immediate activation with clear, 
automatic signals.

At night, the Adaptive Front System function manages 
different lighting modes for each driving situation. For 
each one, the angle and intensity of the main headlights 
and modules vary in order to increase or reduce the range of 
the beam. The modules swivel and dip to widen or direct the 
beam to light up the roadside to a greater or lesser extent. 
This function is active only if the lighting is in automatic 
mode and can be deactivated via the central touchscreen.

TOWN BEAM
The projector beams are of medium intensity with the 
modules turned outwards. This makes the beam wider, 
enabling the driver to see potential hazards (such as 
pedestrians, junctions, etc.) on the roadside more easily 
The beam range is 280m. This lighting mode is activated 
after three seconds at a speed below 30mph.

MOTORWAY BEAM
The projectors and modules create a cone of light with a 
raised beam, suitable for fast roads. Although similar to 
Country Beam, the modules create a more intense beam. 
The projectors and modules are raised slightly in order to 
increase range. The beam range is 370m. This lighting 
mode is activated after five seconds at a vehicle speed 
of 70mph.

COUNTRY BEAM
The beam is straighter with intensity increased for the 
projectors and reduced for the modules. In this way, the 
field of vision is directed towards the front (better suited 
to country roads), while being sufficiently wide to see any 
potential sources of danger on the roadside. The beam 
range is 330m. This lighting mode is activated after two 
seconds at a vehicle speed of over 30mph.

LOCKING/UNLOCKING
When the driver unlocks the vehicle using the plip or keyless 
access function, the vehicle initiates a “Welcome” sequence. 

The headlights and modules give off a purple light, as if the 
car were waking up. 

FOLLOW ME HOME
The automatic ‘Follow me Home’ lighting function leaves the 
headlights illuminated for a short time after the vehicle is 
locked, in order to light a path for passengers at night.

LOCATION
This lighting function allows you to activate the headlights 
and indicators to help you find your car, for instance in a 
crowded car park.

MARKER LIGHTS
When stopping at the road side, this lighting function makes 
sure other road users can see you clearly. The LED Daytime 
Running Lights and 3D rear lights are activated on the road side.

SCROLLING INDICATORS
These distinctive, high-tech features underline the 
expressive looks of DS 9’s light signature. They comprise a 
line of LEDs scrolling in segments towards the outside, in the 
direction of travel. They also include a one-touch activation 
function.

ADVERSE WEATHER
This lighting mode is activated automatically at any time,  
when the wipers are activated. The beam is wider. The 
power of the modules is increased to enable the driver 
to see the white lines on the road more easily. 

 
The intensity of the main beam is reduced in order to 
improve the driver’s vision, taking into account possible 
reflections from the wet road. The beam range is 330m.

HIGH BEAM
This lighting mode can be activated at any time by 
the Automatic High Beam function, independently 
of the Adaptive Front System functions. It adapts 
automatically to the vehicle speed and angle of the 
steering wheel.

The power and range of the beam are set to maximum 
in order to effectively light up the length and breadth 
of the road. The modules are raised and positioned 
centrally, in line with the vehicle. At the same time, 
their range is increased. The beam range is 520m.

LIGHTING WELCOME LIGHTING
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WHAT AFFECTS THE RANGE?

For Braking Mode can be selected on the 
gear selector, meaning your vehicle will 
use a higher level of regenerative braking 
and slow-up faster when your foot is off 
the accelerator. Regenerative braking 
slows the vehicle while harnessing the 
kinetic energy back into the battery, thus 
helping to maximise range. Around town, 
the range can be increased up to 20% 
with regenerative braking.

1 1

1 0

E-TENSE 4x4 360E-TENSE 250

(B)
REGENERATIVE BRAKING

–  Front wheel drive
–  250 hp combined
–  Front electric motor
–  200 hp petrol engine
–  BIK: from 8%

–  4 wheel drive
–  360 hp combined
–  Front and rear electric motors
–  200 hp petrol engine
–  BIK: from 12%UP TO

218-305
MPG

(WLTP) in full electric.

MILES*
41-46

weighted combined fuel 
consumption (WLTP).

UP TO

156-156
MPG

(WLTP) in full electric.

MILES*
29-31

weighted combined fuel 
consumption (WLTP).

* The electric range you achieve in real life conditions will depend upon a number of factors including the starting charge of the battery, accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, 
driving styles and vehicle load. Only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical standard.

Driving style, driving speed, use of heating & air 
conditioning, acceleration or load are several factors 
that will affect the range of your car. Limiting the 
impact of the above factors will maximise range.

The predicted range gauge on our vehicles utilises 
recent driving history, as well as remaining battery 
charge and current driving conditions to estimate the 
range available.
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20,000+
charging points in 
the UK, and growing

D
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CHARGING

To take advantage of Accelerated charging, order the optional Accelerated charging cable, and install a home charging 
unit at your home. Our approved charging partner Pod Point can assist with installation. They are fully approved under 
the government’s Homecharge scheme, so if you have off-street parking, you could be eligible for a grant towards the 
cost of your charger. Speak to your DS Retailer about installing a home charging unit.

ACCELERATED 
CHARGING

Install a home charging unit to access 
Accelerated charging at home. Accelerated 
charging cable: £250.

DOMESTIC 
CHARGING 

DS 9 E-TENSE comes with a domestic charging cable 
as standard, allowing you to charge from a standard 
UK 3-pin socket.

2.3kW 7:00
HOURS

100%

2.3kW 7:00
HOURS

100%

7kW 2:25
HOURS

100%

7kW 1:45
HOURS

100%

E-TENSE 250 E-TENSE 250

E-TENSE 4X4 360E-TENSE 4X4 360
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With the MyDS smartphone 
app, you can see your car’s 
current state of charge and 
approximate remaining range. 
When your car is plugged in, the 
speed and expected remaining 
charging time are also shown.

RANGE INFORMATION

With control  of  remote 
charging you can use the MyDS 
app to commence charging or 
initiate a programmed charge. 
A programmed charge enables 
you to use the most beneficial 
energy rates to replenish your 
battery.

REMOTE CHARGING

This feature allows you to 
programme the heating or air 
conditioning of your car while 
it’s still charging. Your car 
will be set to your preferred 
temperature when you get in, 
without diminishing the range 
available.

REMOTE AIR CONDITIONING

E-TENSE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES. 
CONTROL YOUR ELECTRIC CAR FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE WITH THE MyDS APP.

MyDS APP
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Travel long distances with peace of mind thanks to DS DRIVE 
ASSIST, the advanced driving aid that brings you a step closer 
to autonomous driving. This system combines the new Active 
Cruise Control Stop and Go and Lane Keeping Assist to manage 
driving in semi-autonomous mode, in specific conditions. DS 
DRIVE ASSIST helps manage steering and speed and is active 
at speeds between 40mph and 110mph.

A reference speed is entered into the Active Cruise Control 
Stop and Go (from 20 mph). At the same time Lane Keeping 
Assist is activated using a button on the right of the dashboard 
(from 40 mph). 

The system then registers your DS 9’s position on the road (in 
the centre, on the left or on the right, in line with your driving 
habits). From this point on, your DS 9 will help control speed 
and steering.

This system is particularly well suited to major roads and 
motorways, provided that the white lines are clearly visible. 
The system will help to drive the car but does not replace the 
driver who must remain focused, vigilant and in control of the 
car at all times. 

This feature does not reduce the need for absolute driver vigilance.

IN BRIEF

PROXIMITY KEYLESS ENTRY AND START accurately recognises 
your arrival at the car and conveniently deploys the FLUSH 
FITTING DOOR HANDLES to welcome you as you approach.

By keeping the vehicle key with you, you can enter the car and 
start/stop the engine with a simple push of the start/stop 
button on the dashboard.

When leaving the car, a simple touch on one of the front/rear 
door handles or on the rear tailgate’s push button is enough to 
lock the vehicle.

Should you forget and leave the key inside, the car will prevent 
itself from being locked. Also, if you leave the vehicle while the 
engine is still running, a warning signal will ring to alert you. 

The PROXIMITY KEYLESS ENTRY AND START gives you hands-
free access through automated deployment of the FLUSH 
FITTING DOOR HANDLES and unlocking of the doors as you 
approach the car (in addition to the keyless entry and start 
function). Conversely, when you walk away from the car FLUSH 
FITTING DOOR HANDLES will retract and lock automatically. 

At a distance of 3m, your DS 9 detects the key, unfolds the 
door mirrors and illuminates the headlights in anticipation of 
your arrival .

When you are within 1.5m of the car, the FLUSH FITTING  
DOOR HANDLES deploy to reveal themselves and unlock your 
DS 9 automatically.

When leaving the car the door handles will retract at a 
distance of 2m away from the car, accompanied by an audible 
and visual confirmation that your DS 9 is locked.

IN BRIEFHOW IT WORKS

DETAILS

NOTES

TECHNOLOGY

To remain active, DS DRIVE ASSIST requires you to keep your 
hands on the steering wheel at all times even if you are not 
actively steering the car. 

You can take back control at any time by:

-  Applying torque to the steering wheel (to cancel Lane 
Keeping Assist).

- Braking (to cancel Active Cruise Control Stop and Go).

- Pressing the button to deactivate the function.

PROXIMITY KEYLESS ENTRY AND START DS DRIVE ASSIST

DETAILS
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Option availability varies according to version/engine/trim level. Some options are only available as part of a pack. Please refer to the options section for further information.

●  Standard equipment       ●  Optional equipment  

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION

D
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PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

DS INTERIORS

Black Alcantara® Interior – Black Alcantara® seats  
with leather effect vinyl, Black Alcantara® decor

●

Basalt Black Leather Interior – Basalt Black grained leather seats with 
Basalt Black Diamond-shaped Nappa leather decor 

●

OPERA Interior - Basalt Black – Basalt Black nappa watchstrap leather seats, 
Basalt Black nappa leather decor, pearl stitching and Black Alcantara® headliner

●

OPERA Interior – Rubis red nappa watchstrap leather seats, Rubis red nappa 
leather decor, pearl stitching and Black Alcantara® headliner 

●

For more details about DS Interiors (colours, material), please refer to the ‘DS Interiors’ page. 

WHEELS

19 inch 'VERSAILLES' alloy wheels ●

19 inch 'MONACO' alloy wheels ●

20 inch ‘MUNICH’ alloy wheels - standard on  E-TENSE 4x4 360 versions ● ●

For more details about alloy wheels (design, colours), please refer to the ‘Wheels’ page.

EXTERIOR STYLE

FLUSH FITTING DOOR HANDLES ● ●

Chrome DS WINGS ● ●

Dark Tinted Rear Windows ● ●

Chrome window surrounds ● ●

Chrome sabre on bonnet with 'Clous de Paris' embossing ● ●

DS badge on bonnet ● ●

DS Monogram on rear tailgate ● ●

E-TENSE Badge on bonnet ● ●

E-TENSE Monogram on rear tailgate ● ●

Gloss Black exterior door mirrors ● ●

INTERIOR STYLE

Leather Steering Wheel ●

Perforated Leather Steering Wheel with Performance Line stitching ●

B.R.M R180 Timepiece ● ●

Aluminium sports pedals ● ●

Backlit Front Door Sill ● ●

Front Central Armrest ● ●

1/3 2/3 split rear bench seat ● ●

Ski Hatch 
Replaced by optional RIVOLI Lounge Pack.

● ●

Full LED Ambient Interior Lighting ●

Polyambient Interior Lighting
Customisable lighting on door panels, under Central Touchscreen and passenger side dashboard.

●

PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

12.3 inch Digital Instrument Cluster ● ●

12 inch HD Touchscreen ● ●

DS Connect Nav 
3D Connected Navigation

● ●

8 Speakers ● ●

Mirror Screen with Apple CarPlayTM, Android Auto® and MirrorLink ● ●

Wireless Charging for Smartphone ● ●

Bluetooth® handsfree and media streaming with USB socket ● ●

DAB digital radio ● ●

Voice recognition ● ●

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

DS ACTIVE SCAN SUSPENSION ● ●

Keyless Entry & Start ● ●

Extended bi-zone automatic air-conditioning ● ●

Stop & Start function ● ●

Electrically folding and heated door mirrors with LED spotlight ● ●

Door mirrors with reverse gear angle memorisation ● ●

Auto-dimming electrochrome door mirrors ●

Odour Filter ● ●

Air Quality System
Capable of filtering out fine particles as small as 2.5 microns in diameter  

for cleaner air inside the cabin.
●

Automatic Windscreen Wipers ● ●

Frameless electrochrome, auto-dimming interior rear view mirror ● ●

Laminated front and rear side windows ● ●

Front and Rear Floor Mats ● ●

Height & depth adjustable steering wheel ● ●

Grab handles ● ●

Sunvisors with LED courtesy mirror and ticket holder ● ●

Electric parking brake ● ●

SEATING

Heated Front Seats ● ●

Electrically adjustable front seats ● ●

Electrically adjustable lumbar support ● ●
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PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

ON BOARD SOCKETS

Domestic Charging Cable (compatible with UK 3-pin socket)  
for occasional use only

● ●

Accelerated Charging Cable (Type 2) 
Home Charging Unit not included. Speak to your DS Retailer for more information 

about charging solutions
● ●

7kW On-Board Charger ● ●

E-TENSE
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Option availability varies according to version/engine/trim level. Some options are only available as part of a pack. Please refer to the options section for further information.

●  Standard equipment       ●  Optional equipment  

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION
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PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

SEATING

Memory function for driver's seat ● ●

Massaging Front Seats ●

Ventilated Front Seats ●

Front seats with rear pocket ● ●

LIGHTING & VISIBILITY

DS ACTIVE LED VISION ● ●

DS 3D LED rear lights ● ●

LED Daytime Running Lights ● ●

Automatic Headlights ● ●

High Beam Assist ● ●

Dynamic Bending Light function
DS ACTIVE LED VISION headlights follow the direction of the steering wheel through corners.

● ●

Scrolling Indicators ● ●

Automatic 'Welcome' lighting at car unlocking ● ●

 'Follow me Home' lighting ● ●

DS Cornets ● ●

SAFETY AND SECURITY

Front and Rear Parking Sensors ● ●

Reversing Camera - 180° Vision ●

Reversing Camera - 360° Vision ●

Extended Emergency Braking System ● ●

Blind Spot Detection ● ●

Extended Traffic Sign Recognition ● ●

Speed Limit Advisor ● ●

Intelligent Speed Adaptation ● ●

Driver Attention Alert ●

Driver Attention Monitoring ● ●

Cruise control with speed limiter ● ●

DS DRIVE ASSIST – Semi-autonomous driving, Adaptive Cruise Control with 
Stop & Go, Lane Positioning Assist

● ●

Lane Keeping Assist ● ●

Lane Positioning Assist ●

DS Connect Box - emergency & assistance system ● ●

PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

SAFETY AND SECURITY (continued)

Driver, front passenger, front lateral, and front curtain airbags ● ●

Rear curtain airbags ● ●

Remote control central locking with deadlocks ● ●

Front and Rear Isofix mounting points ● ●

Puncture Repair Kit ● ●

Automatic door locking while driving ● ●

ESP ● ●

Hill Start Assist ● ●

STORAGE

Front closed storage ● ●

Front central armrest with storage ● ●

Front and rear door storage ● ●

CONNECTED SERVICES

TomTom SpeedCam / Danger Zones -  
3 years’ subscription.  

Activation through the DS Connected Services. Store required.
*Available with DS Connect Nav 

Fixed Speed Cameras, Average Speed Cameras, Traffic Light Cameras, Traffic Light Speed 
Cameras, Mobile Speed Cameras (requires other TomTom user interaction),  

Accident Blackspots, Danger Zones 
Visit: services-store.dsautomobiles.co.uk

● ●
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Please note: the price of packs may vary depending on trim level, as some equipment may become standard on higher trim levels.

OPTIONS

OPTIONS

Order 
Code PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

UPHOLSTERY

OPERA Interior – Basalt Black nappa watchstrap leather seats, 
Basalt Black nappa leather decor, pearl stitching and Black 
Alcantara® headliner 
Also includes – Sunroof, Rear Lounge armrest, Heated rear 
seats, Ventilated rear seats, Massaging rear seats

4HFO £3,000

OPERA Interior – Rubis red nappa watchstrap leather seats,  
Rubis red nappa leather decor, pearl stitching and Black 
Alcantara® headliner 
Also includes – Sunroof, Rear Lounge armrest, Heated rear 
seats, Ventilated rear seats, Massaging rear seats

4HFJ £3,000

SEATING

Rivoli Lounge Pack – Includes Rear Lounge armrest, Heated rear 
seats, Ventilated rear seats, Massaging rear seats AL02 £2,000

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

FOCAL Electra® HiFi system – 515-watt amplifier, 14 speakers,  
8 inch subwoofer

UN02 £990 £990

Wireless Charging for Smartphone E301 £250

SAFETY & SECURITY

ADVANCED SAFETY PACK – Includes DS DRIVE ASSIST,  
semi-autonomous driving, Driver Attention Monitoring

ZVBU £700 £250

DS PARK PILOT – autonomous parking system, includes 360° vision WY36 £700 £400

Spare Wheel RS02

LIGHTING & VISIBILITY

DS NIGHT VISION Includes 360° vision N101 £1,400 £1,100

Sunroof
Electrically opening spoiler sunroof

TC07 £1,300 £1,300

EXTERIOR STYLE

Textured Black DS WINGS GV07 £295

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

DS ACTIVE SCAN SUSPENSION VU02 £1,000

Extended bi-zone automatic air-conditioning HJ03 £250 £250

Electric Tailgate
With Loaded-arm access

MO05 £400 £400

Ashtray and Cigarette Lighter AD01 £50 £50

Accelerated Charging Cable (Type 2) 
Home Charging Unit not included. Speak to your DS Retailer for more 
information about charging solutions

7S02 £250 £250
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ALLOY WHEELS
Order Code PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

E-TENSE E-TENSE

19 INCH

19 inch 'MONACO' alloy wheels ZHMQ ●

19 inch 'VERSAILLES' alloy wheels ZHMP ●

20 INCH

20 inch ‘MUNICH’ alloy wheels
*Standard on E-TENSE 4x4 360 versions

ZHWX    ●*    ●* 

WHEELS 

MONACO
ALLOY WHEELS

VERSAILLES
ALLOY WHEELS

EXTERIOR COLOURS

BODY COLOUR BODY CODE PERFORMANCE Line + RIVOLI +

STANDARD METALLIC PAINT

Midnight Blue (M) M0AP ● ●

METALLIC PAINT

Perla Nera Black (M) M09V £625 £625

Platinum Grey (M) M0VL £625 £625

Pearl Crystal (M) M0PY £625 £625

PEARLESCENT PAINT

Pearl White (P) M6N9 £825 £825

●  Standard equipment       (M) Metallic       (P) Pearlescent

PEARL CRYSTAL (M) PEARL WHITE (P)

MIDNIGHT BLUE (M) PERLA NERA BLACK (M) PLATINUM GREY (M)
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MUNICH
ALLOY WHEELS
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INTERIOR UPHOLSTERY ORDER CODE PERFORMANCE 
Line + RIVOLI +

Black Alcantara® Black Alcantara® seats with leather 
effect vinyl, Black Alcantara® decor 56FV ●

Basalt Black Leather
Basalt Black grained leather seats with 

Basalt Black Diamond-shaped Nappa 
leather decor

57FO ●

OPERA Interior – Basalt Black

Basalt Black nappa watchstrap leather 
seats, Basalt Black nappa leather decor, 

pearl stitching and Black Alcantara® 
headliner 

4HFO £3,000

OPERA Interior – Rubis Red

Rubis red nappa watchstrap leather 
seats, Rubis red nappa leather decor, 
pearl stitching and Black Alcantara® 

headliner

4HFJ £3,000

DS OPERA RUBIS RED INTERIOR
RIVOLI +

DS BLACK ALCANTARA® INTERIOR
PERFORMANCE LINE +

DS BASALT BLACK LEATHER INTERIOR
RIVOLI +

DS OPERA BASALT BLACK INTERIOR
RIVOLI +

DS INTERIORS
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MAKE THE CHOICE OF DS EXCELLENCE

MyDS APP

Inspired by you and created for you, Only You is an exclusive programme offering 
services tailored to your personal needs. Enjoy a tailor-made programme for a 

unique DS experience.

Your Only You services are directly accessible via MyDS 
App, or by using the dedicated telephone number*.

Available Monday to Saturday 8am to 6pm.  
A DS representative will answer your 

questions and deal with your requests.

*Calls are free from a landline. For mobiles please refer to your service provider for charges.

0800 877 8455MyDS

THE DS EXPERIENCE

TEL 0800 877 8455

THE DS EXPERIENCE
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THE DS EXPERIENCE
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* Driver only
**Official Government test fuel consumption figures

***Please note: the maximum plated weights must not be exceeded 

PLUG-IN HYBRID VERSION

E-TENSE 250 E-TENSE 4x4 360

ENGINE
Capacity (cc) 1598 1598

Cylinders 4 4
Maximum power CEE (hp/kW/rpm) 200/147/6000 200/147/6000

Maximum torque CEE (Nm/rpm) 300/3000 300/3000
Fuel system Direct injection turbocharged Direct injection turbocharged
Euro status 6 6

ELECTRIC MOTOR AND BATTERY
Maximum power ECE (hp/kW) 110/80 110/80 + 113/83

Maximum torque ECE (Nm) 320 320/166
Charging Time 0 to 100% 

(7kW Accelerated charging via Wallbox) 2 hours 25 mins 1 hour 45 mins

Battery 15.6 kWh Lithium-Ion 11.9 kWh Lithium-Ion
Battery  - number of cells TBC 88

Electric Energy Consumption Weighted Combined (Wh/km) TBC 153

HYBRID POWERTRAIN PERFORMANCE 
Combined maximum power CEE (hp/kW/rpm) 250/186/6000 360/268/6000

Maximum torque CEE (Nm) 360 520
0-62 mph* (seconds) 8.1 5.6
0-1000m* (seconds) 27.7 25.4

Maximum speed* (mph) 149 155

TRANSMISSION
EAT8 (Efficient Automatic Transmission 8 speed) ● ●

FUEL CONSUMPTION (WLTP)** Vehicle Low Vehicle High Vehicle Low Vehicle High
Combined (L/100km) 0.9 1.3 1.8 1.8

Combined (mpg) 305.4 218.6 156.5 156.5
Electric mode range combined (miles) 46 41 31 29

CO2 EMISSIONS (WLTP) Vehicle Low Vehicle High Vehicle Low Vehicle High
CO2 EMISSIONS (g/km) 26 27 41 43

WEIGHTS (kg)***
Kerb Weight (exc. Driver) 1839 1909

Payload 486 486
Maximum laden weight (Gross vehicle weight) 2325 2395

TOWING (kg)
Max towing weight braked 1300 1230

Gross train weight 3625 3625

BRAKES Front: 330x30 mm ventilated discs. Rear: 290x12 mm discs Front: 380x32 mm ventilated discs. Rear: 290x12 mm discs

SUSPENSION
Front: MacPherson axle with wishbone lower arms, coil springs, piloted telescopic hydraulic shock absorbers 

and anti-roll bar
Rear: Multi-link rear axle, coil springs, telescopic piloted hydraulic shock absorbers and anti-roll bar

STEERING Variable power assisted steering
Turning circle between kerbs (m) 11

Number of turns lock to lock 3

FUEL TANK CAPACITY LITRES (gallons) 42 (9.2)

19 Inch Wheels

Electric Energy Consumption Weighted Combined (Wh/km) TBC

BATTERY WARRANTY 8 year 160,000km

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION DIMENSIONS

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS (mm)
Length 4,934
Width 1855

Width (inc. mirrors folded/unfolded) 1932 (2079)
Height (unladen) 1,460

BOOT VOLUMES
Seats folded down - up to roof (L) TBC

Seat up - below parcel shelf (VDA/L) 211/510
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*473 litres for versions with electric boot, Focal Hi-Fi or fitted with ventilated rear seats.
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SEP TEMBER 2022   DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY WE ARE ACUIT Y.COM

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Every endeavour has been made to ensure that the information, details and descriptions set out in this literature are correct, at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to modify our vehicles 
price, specification (including colour), equipment, accessories and characteristics or to discontinue any model, without notice, at any time. To avoid any misunderstandings you are advised to 
check with your Dealer the specification (including colour), equipment accessories and equipment relating to any vehicle and the exact cost and availability prior to ordering.

Tax  Band CO2  
(g/km)

First Year Annual Tax
First Reg 

Fee
Delivery 
Charge*

VAT @ 20%  
on Delivery

Total  
OTR Costs

Petrol

Total  
OTR Costs

Diesel

Total  
OTR Costs 

Hybrid
Petrol Cars Diesel3 Cars

 (3RDE2 Compliant)

Alternative  
Fuel Cars

(Hybrid) 
Petrol / 
Diesel Hybrid

A 0 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £755.00 £755.00 £755.00

B 1 to 50 £10.00 £10.00 £0.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £765.00 £765.00 £755.00

C 51 to 75 £25.00 £25.00 £15.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £780.00 £780.00 £770.00

D 76 to 90 £120.00 £120.00 £110.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £875.00 £875.00 £865.00

E 91 to 100 £150.00 £150.00 £140.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £905.00 £905.00 £895.00

F 101 to 110 £170.00 £170.00 £160.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £925.00 £925.00 £915.00

G 111 to 130 £190.00 £190.00 £180.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £945.00 £945.00 £935.00

H 131 to 150 £230.00 £230.00 £220.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £985.00 £985.00 £975.00

I 151 to 170 £585.00 £585.00 £575.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £1,340.00 £1,340.00 £1,330.00

J 171 to 190 £945.00 £945.00 £935.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £1,700.00 £1,700.00 £1,690.00

K 191 to 225 £1,420.00 £1,420.00 £1,410.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £2,175.00 £2,175.00 £2,165.00

L 226 to 255 £2,015.00 £2,015.00 £2,005.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £2,770.00 £2,770.00 £2,760.00

M Over 255 £2,365.00 £2,365.00 £2,355.00 £165.00 £155.00 £55.00 £583.33 £116.67 £3,120.00 £3,120.00 £3,110.00

The On the Road MRRP featured includes the following:        

DS CARE FOR CAR AND DRIVER

COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY

Every new DS car offers the benefit of a three year1 warranty 
package, plus a 12 year anti-perforation2 warranty and a three 
year paint warranty. The E-Tense versions come with 8 years’ or 
100,000 miles battery warranty, whichever comes first, if the 
charging capacity of the batteries fall below 70%.
 
1  Two years’ unlimited mileage manufacturer’s warranty. No-fee customer option of one year’s 

Retailer provided warranty, only on cars sourced from DS AUTOMOBILES. Note: Retailer provided 
warranty is limited to 60,000 miles for cars and 100,000 miles for light commercial vehicles 
(excluding motorhomes and other converted vehicles).

2  Against all internal to external perforation to bodywork or underbody on condition the car 
undergoes an inspection by a DS franchised Retailer every two years from its fourth anniversary.

DS ASSISTANCE
  
In response to a free telephone call in the UK, DS Assistance brings 
rapid expert roadside assistance to you in an emergency. It comes 
free of charge for three years, from date of vehicle registration, 
and operates 24 hours a day in all parts of the UK and Europe. 
Services include nationwide recovery for both car and passengers, 
a home call service, replacement vehicle, hotel accommodation 
and vehicle storage if required. You can also purchase additional 
DS Assistance via your local DS dealer at any time. DS Assistance 
applies to incidents covered by the new vehicle warranty, and  
non-vehicle faults, such as running out fuel or mis-fuelling, 
instances where keys have been locked inside the vehicle or lost/
stolen, road traffic accidents and punctures / wheel changes.

*The delivery charge includes all miscellaneous charges, including the supply and fitment of registration plates etc.
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